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Introduction
One of the main challenges all teachers share irrespective of the education level and
the subject they teach is to mobilise students’ interest and engagement.
Game-based learning (GBL) is an attempt to address this challenge and facilitate the
learning process in a way that respects the students’ cognitive, social and cultural
backgrounds while addressing the curriculum standards that they are obliged to
attain.
This publication was developed in the framework of an Erasmus+ project in the
School Education field entitled Game-based Learning across the Curriculum
(2019-1-PL01-KA201-065148). The project was inspired by work done by a research
group at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology exploring the interface of digital
media and education https://education.mit.edu. Their concept of playful learning
using the affordances of digital games resonated across a wide network of
educational establishments around the world and led to adoption of concrete tools
and pedagogies in many schools. In Europe the impact varies with some education
systems more open to the pedagogy of play (e.g. Scandinavian countries, UK) and
some more resistant to the innovations that have an ambition to create a totally new
‘ecology’ of learning.
Such innovations have long been advocated by European education policy makers.
European Schoolnet conducted a study on the use of games in schools which
resulted in an encouragement for teachers to explore games-based learning across
the curriculum (cf. http://games.eun.org/upload/gis-full_report_en.pdf and follow-up
publications at http://www.eun.org/home). We therefore decided to look closer at the
current situation in our countries in order to find out why the adoption of digital
games in schools is so slow. To this end we surveyed a sample group of teachers
from the project partners’ countries - Poland and Portugal. We found out that only a
small percentage of teachers use digital games in their teaching practice (12% in
Poland and 14% in Portugal), most of whom do it sporadically, as a side activity. The
factors that make this use difficult vary and relate to an uncertainty in how to
integrate games into instruction, difficulties in finding quality games that fit the
curriculum, lack of time for enrichment activities in view of an overloaded
programme of studies and focus on achievement of predefined curricular standards.
Also insufficient technical resources in schools and teacher preparation were
mentioned as barriers to adoption of digital game-based learning approach.
The above findings opened a space for our project which aims at promoting
game-based learning in schools as a way to enhance curriculum with motivating
content for students. Specific project objectives engage with the particular barriers
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reported by the surveyed teachers. We decided to focus on the essential issues that
surfaced in the survey and:
❖ Identify concrete digital games that are accessible and flexible enough to fit
selected areas of the curriculum
❖ Develop exemplary scenarios how to integrate them into teaching different
subjects
❖ Pilot these scenarios with teachers unfamiliar with such an educational
approach
❖ Publish them in a form that can motivate new groups of teachers to follow
❖ Widely disseminate the publication to leverage its wider impact
The learning scenarios presented in this publication cover the subjects where we see
the potential to enhance students’ learning through games, taking into account our
pedagogical expertise in teaching maths, physics, biology, English and civics. The
idea is to illustrate GBL use across the curriculum to influence a possible wider
adoption of the pedagogy.

The project involves schools from Poland and Portugal and a developer of
educational games from Finland, the European country leading innovation in the field
of digital educational technologies. Transnational cooperation was an inherent part
of the project seeking to transfer pedagogies across different education systems.
Before we proceed to the main chapters of the publication which resulted from this
cooperation we would like to briefly present the project partners involved.
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Education Centre EST - Wadowice, Poland - Project coordinator
EST was set up in 1994 as a lifelong learning centre offering educational
programmes to young people raising their competences in a range of disciplines and
adults upgrading their qualifications.
The courses offered to young people from across the region include computer
workshops and arts/artisan classes, some connected with entrepreneurship
initiatives. Hundreds of young people participated in our programmes. Adult
participants include educators who have attended our regular courses (e.g. English
certificate courses), participated in one-off initiatives organised by us (conferences,
seminars, trainings) and European mobility events (meetings in other countries,
exchanges).
In 2003 we developed our first EU project in the field of digital media communication
(Minerva Action under Socrates Programme) which opened a new field of European
cooperation. Since then we have participated in many European initiatives spanning
the fields of school education (LLP, Erasmus+) adult education (Grundtvig),
vocational training (Leonardo da Vinci) and youth work (ESF, Erasmus+). As a result,
the courses offered by us have gained additional value through exchange of
approaches with other organisations in Europe and an essential intercultural
dimension.
At present our priority lies in the field of digital creativity: game making, coding, 3D
design and prototyping, robotics and drone construction.
The following members of our team were involved in the development of the
publication:
❖ Aleksander Schejbal, coordinator of the project and editor of the publication
❖ Łukasz Putyra, digital skills trainer, designer of the publication layout

Primary School No. 5 - Wadowice, Poland
The school, named after Nicolaus Copernicus, is a public school run by the
Wadowice Commune. The school is 35 years old. It works on the basis of the Polish
educational law. It conducts didactic, care and educational activity typical for Polish
primary schools.
In our school, we make a lot of effort to extend our educational offer with different
kinds of tools and activities, which may not be compulsory, but are very helpful in
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making teaching more attractive and effective. We do it either in a form of
extracurricular activities or we implement new solutions to regular classes. The main
extracurricular activities are:
“Nights of scientists” organised by the universities in Kraków
Meetings with scientists and science popularizers in the school
School trips to science centres or interesting places in the region
Night sky observations
Involvement in math competitions and events like an international Pi
number day
❖ Other events connected with the works and life of the school patron –
Nicolaus Copernicus
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Games are one of many different activation methods we use, however until now we
have used only “traditional”, physical games and similar tools. The GBL approach
introduced with this project is a great extension of our proposal for pupils, especially
that our teachers are properly skilled in the field of computer use and IT
technologies.
The following members of our team were involved in the development of the
publication:
❖ Barbara Bałys, the school vice-director
❖ Seweryn Wojas, English teacher
❖ Karolina Gębala, English teacher

The Secondary School Escola Secundária de Camões - Lisbon, Portugal
The school, the former Lyceu Camões, is one of the oldest and most prestigious
schools in Lisbon. It is located in the borough of Arroios, a residential and service
area, whose easy access allows for a very diverse school population. The school
thus includes several ethnic groups, from Asia, Africa and East of Europe, and is best
known as inclusive, multicultural and tolerant. Most of the students come from
upper-low and middle-class families whose professional activity is related either to
commerce, services and the arts - cinema, theatre, music and arts in general.
The school shows good academic rates and our students like challenges and
meeting new fellow partners as an opportunity to work collaboratively in a richer
teaching environment. Creativity is stimulated in general; students are highly
motivated, and are eager to join all the projects the school has to offer: Theatre club
(3 groups, Portuguese, English and German), Cinema club, Graphic Lab,
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Camusicando (Music club), Science club, History Lab, Ler para Viver (Read to Live, a
Portuguese club within the national programme Ler+ (Read+), Sports club and Choir.
Our school maintains two partnerships, one with Nova University and another with
the Goethe Institut. It also offers two professional courses, one of Photography and
another of IT, and evening courses for adults.
The GBL project aims at effectuating better student engagement in learning through
digital games and making them capable to better remember, understand, apply,
analyse, evaluate and create. This pedagogy relates to our school approaches across
the curriculum. Sharing school experiences, materials and strategies is broadening
our pedagogic horizons.
The following members of our team were involved in the development of the
publication:
❖ Alexandra Belo, English teacher
❖ Ana do Canto, Arts teacher
❖ Constança Palma, Portuguese teacher
❖ Filipe Gonçalves, IT teacher

TeacherGaming - Tampere, Finland
TG is a game developer and an edtech company focusing on helping teachers and
other educators to use video games and new media in their everyday work. We have
created some of the biggest impact video game solutions in the world such as
MinecarftEdu, that has been in use in over 15,000 US schools alone. We have also
developed our own games, including Switch & Glitch that has been played by over
500,000 children around the world during Hour of Code.
TeacherGaming builds a platform that combines commercial off-the-shelf video
games with learning analytics and curriculum. Our mission is to lower the threshold
of game-based learning for teachers and students without sacrificing pedagogy.
Currently TeacherGaming works with close to 50 game developers and thousands of
schools in over 80 countries.
We combine expertise in the fields of education and game studies. Founded by
teachers, TeacherGaming’s focus has always been in teachers’ role in the learning
process with games. With experience over seven years and training hundreds of
teachers all around the world, our core team has unparallelled understanding of
instructional design around the use of games in classrooms.
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The team also has a strong academic background with three team members working
on doctoral theses around different angles on game-based learning.
The following members of our team were involved in the development of the
publication:
❖ Santeri Koivisto, managing partner at TeacherGaming
❖ Mikael Uusi-Mäkelä, CEO of the operational business with schools and games
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Chapter One: Learning through play
Before we look closer at the use of digital games in learning let’s discuss the
pedagogy of play which seeks to explain why it makes sense to engage students in
playful learning experiences. This is important as teachers often differ on the value
of playing in the classroom as well as in their understanding of the nature of play.
Some view playing as a central pathway for learning while many others see it as silly
and counterproductive in the process of ensuring efficient coverage of the
curriculum. In order to bridge these tensions, often resulting from misconceptions,
we need a consistent and convincing approach to the practice of play for learning, in
other words - a pedagogy of play.
Game-based learning and gamification are today buzzwords in education. However,
confusion continues to exist about the difference of these two approaches. What do
these terms mean?
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When we talk about gamification, we mean applying some game elements to a
non-game situation, for example:
❖ Giving points/badges for meeting academic objectives
❖ Creating playful barriers
❖ Creating challenges with more than one way to be solved and emphasize the

different approaches
❖ Fantasy role-playing
On the other hand, game-based learning (GBL) means an actual inclusion of games
in the learning process. They can be any game but nowadays the term GBL mainly
refers to video games.
❖ Educational in subject matter, engaging and motivating the students to learn
❖ Also entertainment games with their contents or mechanics used to teach a

subject or a skill
❖ If used properly, they encourage students to think and solve problems
themselves instead of just consuming bits of information packaged in
handbooks
The important role of playing in the process of children’s learning has been long
discovered and acknowledged by scholars, including some key figures in psychology,
pedagogy and social studies (e.g. Dewey, Piaget, Vygotsky). Our own research
directed us to a recent initiative by a group of scholars from the Harvard Graduate
School of Education who specifically set out to explore how playful learning can
assume a central role in school. The study, entitled “Pedagogy of Play, has been
carried out by Project Zero, in collaboration with the International School of Billund
(ISB) in Denmark, and the LEGO Foundation. Their findings are particularly interesting
for us as they explore the interface of play and learning and share an emerging
model of how these two spheres of children’ activity may be best integrated in a
school environment. Following up this study we would like to briefly present
principles, benefits and indicators of playful learning as proposed by the Project Zero
partners. We will also refer to some of the challenges and puzzles of integrating
playful learning in school settings that emerged through this project as an excellent
background against which to present a set of game-based learning scenarios
implemented in Finnish, Polish and Portuguese schools.
The core principles of playful learning in schools that form the foundation of the
pedagogy of play are the following.
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Play is a core resource for learning. It provides engaging and challenging
experiences that are conducive to learning. It encourages players to try out ideas,
test theories, experiment, explore social relations, take risks and reimagine the world.
Through such experiences children develop agency, empathy and imagination - the
states of mind that can powerfully aid learning, making it feel fun and enjoyable as
well helping to learn in more engaging and exploratory ways.
Learning through play in schools involves play with a purpose. A pedagogy of play
in the context of school education involves bringing together teachers’ learning goals
and students’ natural ways of learning through play. Playful learning situates
curricular goals, content, and activities within a larger purpose of helping learners
understand, explore, and shape their world in line with the school’s central mission to
develop children’s skills, knowledge, and dispositions needed to be contributing
members of their communities.
The paradoxes between play and school complicate bringing playful learning and
teaching together. Making room for playful learning in school can be difficult.
Essential tensions exist between playful learning and the way teaching and learning
are structured in most schools. These tensions result from different factors, e.g.:
players lose themselves in play without a schedule - school is timetabled; play can
be chaotic, messy and loud - schools want to be places of order; in play children are
in charge - at school the agenda is set by teachers; play involves risks - teachers are
obliged to keep children safe. The paradoxes lie in the fact that both sides of these
statements are valid. Consequently, making a place for playful learning in schools
requires constant efforts to bridge these tensions.
Learning through play involves students and teachers approaching learning with a
playful mindset. In order to embrace a pedagogy of play both students and teachers
need to develop mindsets of curiosity, creativity and imagination and find joy in
exploring the “what if…” space of learning and play. This requires much more than
proposing sporadic games and activities: the key thing is to ensure that both
students and teachers are engaged with a playful disposition.
Play and playfulness thrive in supportive school cultures. Sustained change in
bringing more playful learning to a classroom depends on developing a conducive
school culture that involves rethinking the relationships between teachers and
students and a reconsideration of what learning comprises. A culture of playful
learning for students requires a culture of playful learning for teachers, not afraid to
take risks, try out ideas and tinker with their practice.
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Learning through play is universal but shaped by culture. People across the cultures
play and have the ability to learn through playing. At the same time, whom we play
with, how we play, where and when we play are determined by cultural contexts.
Accordingly, also the form and content of playful learning varies widely depending on
the cultural context.
Implementing the above principles in school means that we involve children in
activities that have a number of positive characteristics. First is the learning
experienced as something joyful - joy is certainly the heart of play. In playful learning
it can come from enjoying a particular task or from thrills of surprise, new insights or
overcoming challenges in a game. Further, active engagement helps children find
meaning in what they are doing, relating new experiences to something already
known or exploring what they have seen or done as a way of grasping what it means.
This mode of learning is not a consumption of provided bits of knowledge but rather
an iterative process of trying out possibilities, revising hypotheses, experimentation
and testing. Learning through play also means social interactions which are a
powerful factor in child development. Good games require players to communicate
and understand each other through direct interaction, to share ideas and enjoy being
with friends. All these characteristics, only outlined here but strongly grounded in the
pedagogy of play, lead to a conclusion that playful learning contributes to cognitive,
social and emotional development of children and adolescents, even though the
nature of play changes as children grow into teenagers.
Cognitive development
Depending on the play, learners can build related skills and knowledge. Many
examples from primary and middle schools demonstrate powerful links between
play and the acquisition of curriculum-related knowledge and skills in the domains of
mathematics, literacy, science and IT. Throughout the publication we explore many
cases of such learning.
Social development
Learning through play engages students in interactions with peers and helps build
relationships and friendships. This is particularly important in the case of younger
children in primary school, the stage at which peers take on increasing importance.
While playing together students learn to create solutions, express and share ideas,
compete, reach compromises, deal with failure and success. All these skills and
dispositions contribute to learning how to collaborate.
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Emotional development
Emotional growth of children through play can be seen in many respects. Playing
helps them learn to self-regulate, control impulses, direct and pay one’s attention,
follow rules and react to outcomes. All this empowers children to make their own
choices and contributes to their sense of agency - the capacity to choose and
navigate their own way. When children play they are in charge, setting the agenda,
deciding on their strategy, choosing the steps to follow, conforming or deviating from
the game rules.
It seems much easier to come to a common understanding of learning through play
and its benefits than to pinpoint exactly when it is happening. To address this
challenge the Pedagogy of Play includes a tool for teachers to assess and reflect on
playful teaching and learning with support of concrete indicators. These indicators
are grouped in three overlapping categories: delight, wonder and choice. When they
are all visible in the activity we can expect that playful learning is taking place. The
indicators aim to describe the quality of the learners’ experience as they acquire
knowledge and skills through play. Because such experiences have both subjective
and objective dimensions, the indicators represent psychological states and
observable behaviours. They can be used as a tool for curriculum planning and
assessment as presented by the International School of Billung.
Now let’s look at how this model is relevant for our particular interest in using digital
games in the classroom.
Choice
With this category in mind we should look at whether we propose activities that let
the students develop a sense of empowerment, autonomy, ownership, spontaneity
and intrinsic motivation. And whether, from the behavioural point of view, the
students are setting goals, developing and sharing ideas, making and changing rules
and negotiating challenges. Are they choosing collaborators and roles, how long to
work or play and when to move around?
A good example of such an activity is provided by a science lesson facilitated by
Minecraft - one of the most popular gaming and crafting environments for kids. In
Science Island students learn how to formulate, test and modify a hypothesis before
generating a rule which they believe is true. They have to come up with their own
hypothesis (autonomy, ownership), ideally working in small groups where they feel
they best fit. The motivation results from the very task in which it is them who have
to formulate a statement and then conduct experiments in a virtual lab to test its
validity. Not all proposals will certainly work so the students will have to modify their
initial statements through sharing different ideas and negotiating which ones to
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implement. We can thus see here a clear interplay of all the ‘choice’ indicators in a
playful learning activity addressing curricular goals.
Wonder
In playful learning children experience curiosity, novelty, surprise and challenge which
can engage them. This experience can be expressed through observable behaviours
involving children in explorations, improvisations or creative activities with a focused
attention on something that attracts and fascinates them: some materials,
perspectives, symbols, stories, movements, etc.
Virtual and Augmented Reality technology provides great tools and resources to
elicit a sense of wonder in playful learning activities. Amongst the many educational
VR/AR platforms we’d like to briefly show one example. 3DBear is a great
educational tool that utilises AR and 3D objects. With this app kids can visualise
various phenomena, observe processes in 3D or even create imaginary environments
populated with fantasy figures. Engagement in such activities unleashes their
exploratory attitudes and facilitates learning abstract concepts and spatial cognition
through visualisation.
Delight
Playful learning at its best entails excitement, joy, satisfaction, inspiration and pride
reflected in the learners’ smiles, laughs and jokes. We may see them singing or
humor dancing or engaging in playful competitions, celebrations or sometimes
silly-looking activities.
All good games impart a feeling of delight. Also good educational games. Let’s
consider an example from the field of foreign language learning: DuoLingo, an app
that facilitates language consolidation/revision practice with a number of playful
features. Players earn internal currency, lingots, for completing various activities.
They also engage in social interactions and are awarded badges for achievements
such as completion of a certain number of skills, following a certain number of
friends, spending a certain amount of lingots, etc. The delight that may result from
such playful learning certainly doesn't compare to AR/VR immersive experience but
consider it in comparison to standard school drilling or textbook homework!
Digital games have been seen especially useful when teaching 21st century skills
and the national curricula in European schools are turning more into skills
development and creative, timely and productive use of different media.
In Finland, almost 98% of 10-19-year-olds play digital video games. In the US 97% of
children play at least one hour per day. The rest of the world is not coming far
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behind. Needless to say, such media has a tremendous impact on young people's
lives. More and more research and other publications have been coming up
highlighting the benefits and opportunities for learning and social interaction.
However the 'status quo' and the standard practice by teachers, in the classrooms
with digital video games, tends to be hands-off: 'play the game while I mark papers'.
It is therefore of particular interest to understand the position and role of the teacher
in utilizing digital games in the classroom and what effects their active facilitation
has. Regardless of the expansion of the digital games market and usage, including
educator and researcher interest in them, based on TeacherGaming’s experience
working with over 20,000 schools, the overall 'media literacy' of parents and teachers
is low when it comes to games. It seems like the future proof teacher needs to be
aware of the multimodal meaning-making potential of video games and the effect
that video games have on the education system and its surroundings as a whole.
Digital Game-Based Learning (DBGL) and video games have been all over the
education-related research with the majority of the authors sharing the opinion that
games have the potential to improve learning. However, earlier reviews and
meta-analyses on DGBL did not consider instructional support, but focused on the
comparison of DGBL with traditional instruction methods, rarely covering the actual
teacher facilitation when using games in the classroom. But this factor is an
essential parameter that dictates enjoyment of the gameplay and its learning
outcomes in the context of classroom teaching. Without competent teacher
facilitation students have a tendency to enter 'gamer mode' in which the focus
moves from reflecting the real-life to solely playing by the game rules while teachers
may feel that some students spend more time figuring out the game mechanics and
not learning the subject matter. If a teacher's energy is spent teaching game
mechanics, very little time is left for actual facilitation, especially if the general
'literacy' of digital games is low. Hence in what follows we will give particular
attention to teacher facilitation while applying video games in a school setting.
The students need to understand how playing a game connects to lesson topics and
learning goals if not to report later that ‘I did not learn anything, nor I understood’.
This is where the teacher’s support and guidance comes in as it is their role to help
the students reach an understanding on the matter and make sure that necessary
information, such as students’ answers to questions, is studied together (debriefing).
This may include methods like reflecting upon concepts and topics experiences in
the game and re-formulating them on the whiteboard. It is also important that the
students understand the purpose of the game play and know where to focus their
attention. Still, even without debrief, students may benefit from game-based lessons
and learn while having fun. The latter could be seen as so-called stealth learning
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where students learn without even noticing it, although being unable afterwards to
transfer and apply the information without proper debrief.
For increasing overall game literacy amongst teachers a good starting point is to first
understand what makes games powerful in the first place. The following notes apply
particularly to games built for entertainment and applied for education.
Digital games are built around engagement and to 'hook' the player. This can cause
behavioral challenges as well, but it is worth noticing that self-regulation is one skill
that can be developed by using games. In general, motivation is 'binary' when it
comes to learning. You learn when you are motivated and you really don't learn when
you couldn't care less. It can be argued that teaching unmotivated students is almost
a waste of time.
Based on the above, some teachers use games only to increase motivation and
school willingness. They might play a game that connects to the curriculum in a very
loose format once per week and the main purpose for this is to have something at
school for everyone. Stereotypically this 'everyone' refers to disconnected boys.
Based on our experience, games can positively impact the school willingness in
general and hence increasing the overall motivation to go to school. It is hard to
recommend games just for 'fun', but if playing games can positively impact the whole
learning atmosphere in the class, it is definitely worth considering investing an hour
per week for this impact.
Nevertheless, we should realise that mechanics are what make games technically so
powerful. Simple drills, like practicing a math tool, are more effective to be done with
a pen and paper. Gamification, meaning an added layer of points and superficial
sense of progress, can increase someone's willingness to keep on practicing.
However, the true potential lies in 'understanding of mechanics, concepts, and
phenomena'.
Only simple games generally yield results without facilitation. For best outcomes
with more complete games we should ensure that the tasks are set up clearly, the
support materials are at hand, the teacher is available during the gameplay and the
game experience is debriefed. The most important is to facilitate the conversation at
the end. For complex games to be productive, they need an active facilitator that
makes the students take notes and discuss.The more complex the game is, the more
discussions are needed OUTSIDE of the game. This also increases the students’
game literacy in general. In this way the game can be 10-20% of time spent, but act
as a connector to various other curriculum topics. The discovery based approach
works best in this context because it requires less preparation from the teacher. Just
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finding a good game is the challenge but more games savvy students can act as
assistants and to find relevant games.
In what follows we outline some examples of game-based learning approach
facilitating classroom education.
Example no 1 - 'No curriculum'
This example might be an odd one, but includes something all of us teachers should
think about once in a while. What if we'd use a game, any game really, that is exciting
for students, once per week. The game would not be that 'educational', but we would
reflect on what happened, how it went and have a bit of fun. This could be the last
session during the longest day of the week.
Why? We know that boys especially have trouble finding motivation in school. We've
also witnessed that games have an overarching positive impact on the learning
atmosphere, but is the real reason the game? Most likely it is the fact that students
are enjoying, having fun, and loving what they are doing. One example, coming from a
teacher from Helsinki is: 'I just want to get this game, so I can have that one lesson
each week that I know is exciting for my most challenging and disconnected
students.' This type of activity, whether it's a game or not, has a positive impact on
the learning mood. Games provide an easy tool to build these exciting moments.
All of us should have that one lesson per week that we could invest in making our
students excited and enjoy school. Even for that one lesson. How to do it:
❖
❖
❖
❖

pick a game (ask your students)
ask your tech people to make it work
when the lesson is here, play
play for 75% of the class and reflect the remaining 25%

While the lesson is active, go around the class, discuss with your students, ask what
they are doing, ask them to share, plan, collaborate etc. Don't make it too formal.
Example no 2 - 'Finding the curricular fit'
Finding a good game for something is hard, especially if you don't play games
yourself. Looking for recommendations makes this a bit easier, but trying to find a
100% match to your particular curriculum is nearly impossible. What you need to do
is to turn this challenge into an opportunity to reflect and learn potentially deeper.
Games can often include simplified or caricature examples of real-life phenomena
and this helps the learner to grasp the concept before going into greater detail.
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What's important is that the learner can 'play'. Answering multiple-choice questions
is not playing per se (opinion). What is playing is when the learner can interact and
tinker with the phenomena we are trying to learn. A bad example would be a game
you play and occasionally you are prompted with questions. In these examples, the
playing and the learning are disconnected. A good example would be a game about
atoms where you actually play with atoms and the mechanics related.
Leave enough time for the students to play. You'll quickly notice when they start
losing focus. We would not recommend you playing a game and then doing exactly
what you did before. Instead, follow what the students play, ask them to report their
findings by taking notes while playing, and then saying them out loud. Collect your
students' ideas to the board and systematically go through them and build the
phenomena at hand from their findings.
The lesson could look like this:
❖ 5 minutes setup with the assignment: play this game and take notes about
what you learn about atoms
❖ 15 - 20 minutes of gaming
❖ One or two reminders of what we are supposed to be doing while playing (2
students 1 computer or 3 students 2 computers can be a good split)
❖ Last 15 - 20 minutes collecting their ideas and formalizing the concept: atom
Example no 3 - 'The one game to rule them all'
What if a game would be the one platform to collect all that we learn? Maybe not 'all
all', but all within a single theme. This could be what is called in Finland 'phenomena
based learning'. It means that all that is studied connects to an 'umbrella'
phenomenon.
Cities: Skylines is one of those games that are a massive platform for many learning
opportunities. It's a city simulator and a city builder. So let's decide that our
phenomena for this month is a 'City'. All or most topics that we study during this
month are somehow connected to this theme. In math class we could calculate area,
density, road network length, fancy algebra, science class is pretty straightforward
and in a language class, we could visit a foreign city (imagine) and use the language.
Every day or a couple of times a week the students would visit their city project
where they would implement all they have learned to the city. Students, take notes on
each lesson on how this could connect to the city theme and then mark those down
also on your grand plan and presentation when you get the chance to demonstrate
your magnificent city.
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This requires very little preparation from the game perspective. Just an open mind to
see the value in students building their outcomes in a different format. You will be
surprised!
Example no 4 - 'Explore a science theme'
Many learning games encourage the student to explore a scientific subject and reach
a better understanding of a chosen theme/s. Such games can be great for the STEM
curricular fit or can provide optional content for the students to explore at home or at
extracurricular workshops. The students’ discoveries within the game will enrich
their understanding of the subject and motivate them to go deeper into it.
There's a range of games available online that can enrich teaching chemistry, biology,
physics or other sciences. Some are so-called “serious games” specifically
developed to support the STEM curriculum (e.g. check https://education.mit.edu).
There are also some based on entertainment games popular among kids, tapping
into young people’s interests in gaming to involve them in explorations relevant for
their school learning. An excellent example is Minecraft Education Edition - a
game-based learning platform that promotes creativity, collaboration, and
problem-solving in an immersive digital environment. It offers a vast resource of GBL
scenarios across the curriculum.
Put yourself to the test first by trying to complete at least a few sample interactive
challenges relating to your subject before encouraging your students to play. Some
of them can be very experienced Minecrafters! The portal provides excellent starter
kits for educators, each with lessons, downloadable worlds, and tutorials in core
school subjects.
How to initiate STEM explorations with Minecraft:
❖ invest 15 minutes of your class time to check and discuss your students
knowledge of the game
❖ give floor to those already hooked (it’s very likely there are some in a class
aged 10 - 13) and let them talk about their experience
❖ propose a Minecraft-based activity in the classroom from the portal starter
kits (if sufficient number of computers is available) or give it as optional
homework
❖ follow the chosen lesson plan from the portal before you design your own
challenges (possibly with your students versed in the game)
❖ allow sufficient time for students to present their projects to the whole class
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❖ these projects will certainly be at different levels of complexity - let the whole
class celebrate the best of them, there can be some surprises as to who are
the ‘winners’
Example no 5 - 'No game approach'
Sometimes you don't even need a game. You only need to be interested and open to
approaches your students propose. A teacher once said that she just started asking
about what games her students play and to present their favorite games. Her most
'challenging' student approached her with an iPad full of creations within a game and
at that point the teacher realized the creativity in that student and the effort the
student puts in when interested. This is a true story. We hope that all teachers thrive
to have these empowering moments with their students.
How to approach this could be as follows:
❖ invest 15 minutes of your class time to discuss games
❖ ask if there would be games that your students think could fit school
❖ next time there's a homework project that could be done in a game as well
(your students can prompt this) allow your students to present the project
with the help of that game
❖ We guarantee you will be surprised!
❖ Result: you only need to talk and acknowledge games to yield their power!
Bringing play into a central role in teaching and learning entails creating a culture
that values its core tenets: risk taking, making mistakes, exploring new ideas and
experiencing joy. As a teacher, you may have a number of doubts and questions on
the feasibility of the GBL approach in the actual classroom practice. The following
issues are often raised by the teachers not fully convinced if it’s worth venturing into
this field:
❖ Not sure how to integrate games into instruction
❖ Hard to find games that fit curriculum
❖ Not sure where to find quality games
❖ Emphasis on standardised test scores in schools
❖ Insufficient time
❖ Lack of tech resources
❖ Cost
❖ Unfamiliar with technology
❖ Lack of administrative support
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In the following chapter we outline a number of GBL scenarios tested by us in
Finland, Poland and Portugal. We were trying to make them as concrete and practical
as possible in order to answer at least some of the above queries and thus facilitate
their use by other teachers. We are fully aware of the fact that unless you explore the
game-based learning approach yourself, any theoretical introductions to GBL will
miss the point. Our scenarios cover a range of subjects across the curriculum and
different education levels. Feel free to choose and adapt those relevant for your
context and offer a playful learning experience to your students.
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Chapter Two: Digital Game-based Learning Scenarios
The idea of this chapter is to present concrete cases of the use of digital games in
schools. We begin with learning scenarios implemented in Finland, in the contexts
where GBL is well established in the education system and then we proceed to
presentation of those which we piloted in the two project partner schools from
Poland and Portugal, where the approach has been introduced as a new, innovative
method.
The scenarios exemplify the use of digital games across the curriculum of maths, IT,
biology, chemistry, English and civics. We have diversified the cases to highlight the
versatile potential of digital games as implemented in the classroom.
❖ Games as authoring platforms: in this strategy students produce an object
through game play that expresses knowledge of a topic; e.g. a model of a
green city (cf. the Cities: Skylines scenario)
❖ Games as content: in this scenario games are used to develop understanding
about a particular subject; e.g. students play a game about climate change
and then reflect/discuss their insights in the context of a larger body of
knowledge (cf. the Climate Pursuit scenario).
❖ Games as simulations: the strategy is to let students test theories about how
systems work, how they can be observed or affected by manipulating certain
factors, e.g. atoms or molecules in chemistry (cf. the BondBreaker scenario).
❖ Games as context: in this scenario games are used to create an experiential
context for understanding a topic, issue or principle that a teacher can build
on; e.g. the process of photosynthesis (cf. the Reach for the Sun scenario)
❖ Games as technology gateways: playing gives students experience with
technology; e.g. in an IT class they can learn this way how to use a particular
software or platform (cf. the Algo Bot scenario)
❖ Games as exemplars of point of view: in this scenario students take on
certain identities and compare choices and values held by different
characters; this use of games can be integrated in teaching civics (cf. the
Democracy scenario)
❖ Games as assessment: in this scenario games provide environments for
assessing student learning across the curriculum; various quest games that
centre on answering questions may let students show their understanding
and knowledge of specific subjects (Kahoot is a good tool for this)
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The process of working on this chapter was embedded in pilot learning activities in
the partner schools from Poland and Portugal over 3 school semesters in the years
2020 and 2021. In each school we chose 3 - 5 classes of students, most aged 12 –
16, the crucial age when young people are heavily influenced by involvement in the
digital media. We tested digital games of different types with them, ensuring
coverage of different subjects of the curriculum. At the end of each learning
experience we gathered feedback both from the students and the teachers which is
summarised at the end of each scenario. They are outlined in the following part of
this chapter.
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1. Reach for the Sun

Reach for the Sun, developed by Filament Games, is a single-player resource
management game in which you control a plant, growing it across a season in the
attempt to make as many seeds as possible before winter comes. Your three main
resources – water, nutrients, and starch – are used to expand your plant from a little
seed into an extensive network of roots, leaves, and flowers. Roots and leaves are
used to generate more resources, and flowers are used to produce seeds, which are
also used as a currency outside of levels to unlock new types of plants, as well as
improvements for the garden such as fertilizer, a watering can, and a praying mantis
to fend off pests.
This scenario was designed by teachers from Smedsby-Böle Skola in Korsholm,
Finland and implemented by them with 6th grade students (20 students, 4 lessons á
45 min) in connection with the following areas of the biology and science curriculum:
❖ Awaken and maintain the student's interest in the environment and the
teaching of environmental science and help the students to realize that all
subject areas in environmental science are important to him.
❖ Encourage the student to phrase questions about different subject areas and
to use them as a starting point for research and other activities
❖ Offer the student opportunities to practice working in a group by participating
in different roles and social situations, inspire the student to express
themselves and listen to others and support the student's ability to identify,
express and regulate their emotions
❖ Guide the student to observe the environment, human activities and
phenomena related to them with the help of concepts in environmental
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science and to develop their concept constructions from consisting of
different preconceptions so that they better correspond to the exact use of
the concepts
❖ Guide the student to understand, use and create different models with the
help of which one can interpret and explain people, the environment and
related phenomena
❖ Direct the student to investigate nature, identify organisms and habitats, think
ecologically and help the student to understand the structure, life functions
and development of man
❖ Guide the student to investigate, describe and explain chemical phenomena,
the properties and transformations of substances and lay the foundation for
the understanding of the principle of the preservation of matter

Prerequisites (necessary materials and online
resources)
❖ Computer with the game Reach for the
Sun
❖ Information about photosynthesis to
mediate to the students (videos, books,
pictures, etc.)
❖ The game is in English so it’s worth to
prepare and introduce relevant vocabulary
beforehand (e.g. Swedish to English
wordlist)

Before the program begins (preparatory work for teacher)
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Buy and download the game for every computer
Get familiar with the game
Search and collect information and material about photosynthesis
Share the material with the students in eg. Google Classroom
Divide the students into cooperative pairs
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Part one (two lessons x 45 min)
Lesson 1
Start with introducing the phenomena of photosynthesis by asking questions, to get
a perception of the students’ prior knowledge.
For example:
❖ What does the plant need to survive?
❖ What do humans need to survive?
❖ Which are the similarities and differences?
According to the discussion, draw conclusions about what photosynthesis is.
Watch a short educational video, from Youtube, about photosynthesis for example:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPBMG5EYydo

Awaken the students' interest in the game
by letting them try the game without any
further introduction. Let them play the rest
of the lesson approximately 15 minutes
level 1, Sunflower.

Lesson 2
Debrief, how is it going? Discussion with the whole group.
❖
❖
❖
❖

What is the game about?
In what way does photosynthesis appear?
Is there anything you do not understand?
Have you encountered any challenges? Solve the problems together.
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Watch how the sunflower grows in real life.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKo5F87A8a0 (time 2:15 min)
Introduce the students to the word list. Let the students read through the word list in
pairs and get familiar with the vocabulary.
After reading the list, let the students continue playing. The teacher's role is to guide
the students further in the game and check up the understanding of the phenomena
and the game, by asking questions.
When there are 10 minutes left, it is time to share and discuss. Discuss in the whole
group.
❖ How far along did you get? What was the newest plant you got to grow?
❖ What differences did you notice between two different plants you have been
growing.
❖ Did you have trouble with anything while playing? What? Where? Why?

Part two (two lessons x 45 min)
Lesson 1
Summarize the conclusions from the last lesson. Prepare the students for playing
one last time, now with the knowledge they have earned.
During the students' play, the teacher continues to guide and ask questions.
Lesson 2
Evaluate what the students have learned, cooperation, opinions and suggestions.
Here is an example of an evaluation form that you can copy.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/12isd3-3RxeCxVIcBfKwBxC-DjW2Qp7AN9VsyxIY
wB5E/edit?usp=sharing

Feedback from the classroom
The experience of playing this game in the classroom was evaluated very positively
by the sixth grade students. While the students were asked to state their points of
view through a questionnaire, the teachers gathered to discuss the outcomes of the
experiment. This is a summary of the feedback received.
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❖ Challenges: some students didn’t understand some of the missions in the
game; some others didn’t manage to get the photosynthesis working before
the frost came and were surprised that the season finished so suddenly; some
didn’t have enough nutrients or water; a few had difficulties to understand
what the game was about.
❖ What kind of learning outcomes did you have: most students acknowledged
to learn how the photosynthesis work; some had forgotten about how
photosynthesis work but now got the chance to repeat the subject and
learned new things (e.g. that a plant need bigger roots in order to grow better
and faster, how a plant develops over a year).
❖ How did the cooperation work? The students enjoyed taking turns in the
game, working in pairs, helping each other and found the experience excellent
(all students except one were satisfied with the cooperation).
❖ What would you do differently if you played again? some suggestions: “I
would try to pollinate the plant faster”, “first make roots then leaves”, “make a
bigger root system”, “learn how to attract the bees”.
❖ How did you like the game? On a scale from 4 to 10 the average result was 8
so in the students’ view it was a fun game.
❖ Would you recommend this game to someone else? YES on the whole
because “it was more fun to learn photosynthesis this way”, “it is fun and
instructive” and a good game for “nature nerds”, “If you don’t know how to
grow a plant it is good”, “you can understand the role of bees”.
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2. Cities: Skylines

TeacherGaming has teamed up with Paradox Interactive to create a series of lesson
plans based on their city-building game Cities: Skylines. TeacherGaming adapts
games for teachers to use in K-12 classrooms, and Cities: Skylines is probably the
most recognisable title on the roster to date. The game closely simulates the thrill
and hardships of creating and maintaining a real metropolis. From construction to
balancing budgets and passing policies, students get to wield the tools that can
make or break their vision for a 21st century utopia. The educational version of the
game turns niche topics like civics and serious history into unexpectedly entertaining
experiences, combating prejudices about the very nature of video games.
The lessons created by TeacherGaming cover subjects ranging from sustainable city
planning and engineering to active citizenship and government. Each lesson comes
with a lesson plan for teachers, plus new tutorials specifically designed for the
classroom. These resources facilitate transition of the original game into a teaching
tool that makes learning fun and interactive. Each lesson plan provides links to a
wealth of online resources on related topics and gives a basic breakdown of key
concepts. Then it guides teachers through a demonstration of learning scenarios,
with some tips to give students to help them apply what they’ve learned.
Schools using the game can be found in Tampere, Turku, Lahti and Helsinki.
TeacherGaming did a 'phenomena tour' with the game and about 10 schools joined,
involving students from grades 7 - 9 (13 - 15 year olds). In what follows we outline a
model learning scenario based on the game.
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Urban pollution learning scenario
This scenario takes a closer look at urban pollution and how to minimise it with
proper urban planning. It includes three interconnected parts: a theoretical
introduction to the topics of pollution and recycling, playing the scenario Green
Power Edu and building a green city and finally sharing and discussing the game
learning experience with a focus on how to reduce pollution with green technology
and planning.
Theory
The teacher introduces the two key themes of pollution and recycling through an
overview of the following topics.
Pollution
❖ Types of urban pollution include air, water, soil, noise, radioactive, visual and
thermal pollution.
❖ Cars, power plants and factories are the primary sources of air pollutants in
cities.
❖ High concentration of toxic elements in the soil can pose a high risk for
human health and also to the ecosystem.
❖ Water pollution is also a significant problem. Urban areas have the potential to
pollute water in many ways. This includes runoff from streets that carries oil,
rubber, heavy metals, and other contaminants from automobiles
Teacher Resources
❖ Chemistry World: City Air
❖ The Economist: Urban pollution in India
❖ Institute of Economics: 7 Types of Urban Pollution That Everyone Ought to
Know
❖ National Geographic: Air Pollution
❖ United States Environmental Protection Agency: Why Urban Waters?
❖ The Global Development Research Center: Urban Water Pollution
❖ World Health Organization: Air Pollution
❖ Conserve Energy Future: What is Air Pollution?
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Recycling
❖ Recycling is the recovery and reprocessing of waste materials for use in new
products.
❖ Typical recycled materials include iron and steel scrap, aluminum cans, glass
bottles, paper, wood, and plastics.
❖ Sweden is so good at recycling that it has imported rubbish from other
countries to keep its recycling plants going. Less than 1 percent of Swedish
household waste has been sent to landfill every year since 2011.
❖ A carbon footprint means the amount of carbon dioxide released into the
atmosphere as a result of the activities of a particular individual, organization,
or community.
Teacher Resources
❖ Encyclopaedia Britannica: Recycling
❖ Environmental Protection Agency: Recycling Basics
❖ The Independent: Sweden’s recycling is so revolutionary, the country has run
out of rubbish
❖ The Washington Post: Five myths about recycling
❖ Science Magazine: The future of plastics recycling
❖ Scientific American: Is Recycling Worth It?
Play
Some suggestions how to play the game:
❖ Play the scenario Green Power Edu. Below you will find detailed instructions
on how to access scenarios.
❖ Pay special attention to the city's water supply and the placement of industrial
zones.
❖ What strategies can you utilize to reduce pollution? What is the primary
problem of the city?
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Accessing Scenarios
To access any scenario in the game:
1. Click New Game in the main menu.
2. Select Choose Scenario at the top.
3. Select the right scenario from the list on the left.
4. Click Start.
Hints: Pollution
❖ There are three kinds of pollution in the game: ground, noise and water
pollution.
❖ Make sure to place water intakes and outlets as far away from each other as
possible.
❖ Water filtering plants and eco water outlets are excellent ways to purify
sewage.
❖ Planting trees, controlling industrial zone policies and building parks are the
most efficient ways to reduce ground pollution.
❖ Noise pollution is best reduced with trees and building industrial zones away
from residential areas.
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Hints: Recycling and Green Technology
❖ Landfill dumps are necessary
but do not help the
environment. Recycling greatly
lessens the burden of waste on
the environment.
❖ Green sources of energy are
typically very expensive or
somewhat fickle (such as wind
generators), but they are
always worth the investment
as long as you can afford them.
❖ The only way to go 100% green in the game is to use recycling, public
transportation, green energy and heavily regulated industrial districts.
Tasks after Playing
❖ What are the types of urban pollution? Name at least four (e.g. air, water, soil,
noise, radioactive, visual and thermal pollution)
❖ Which pollution types did you face in the game? (e.g. ground pollution, air
pollution, water pollution and noise pollution)
❖ Name some choices you can make to keep the pollution low (e.g. you can
choose only renewable sources of energy, build lots of public transportation
and use recycling centers instead of landfill sites)
Additional Tasks
❖ Which are the renewable energy generators you can use in your city? (e.g.
wind turbine, hydro power plant, geothermal plant, solar power plant and wave
power plant)
❖ What does a carbon footprint mean? (the amount of carbon dioxide released
into the atmosphere as a result of the activities of a particular individual,
organization, or community)
❖ Try calculating your own carbon footprint. How could you reduce it?
Share & Discuss
❖ Did you pass the scenario?
❖ What was the hardest thing to solve?
❖ What could you do differently in your daily life to prevent pollution?
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Feedback from the classroom
What if a game would be the one platform to collect all that we learn? Maybe not 'all
all', but all within a single theme. This could be what we call in Finland 'phenomena
based learning'. It means that all that is studied connects to an 'umbrella'
phenomenon.
Cities: Skylines is one of those games that are a massive platform for many learning
opportunities. It's a city simulator and a city builder. So let's decide that our
phenomena for this month is a 'City'. All or most topics that we study during this
month are somehow connected to this theme. In math class we could calculate area,
density, road network length, fancy algebra, science class is pretty straightforward
and in a language class, we could visit a foreign city (imagine) and use the language.
Every day or a couple of times a week the students would visit their city project
where they would implement all they have learned to the city. Students, take notes on
each lesson on how this could connect to the city theme and then mark those down
also on your grand plan and presentation when you get the chance to demonstrate
your magnificent city.
This requires very little preparation from the game perspective. Just an open mind to
see the value in students building their outcomes in a different format. You will be
surprised!
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3. Bond Breaker

Created by TestTubeGames and scientists at the CaSTL research center at UC Irvine,
the game is the most accurate physics engine to date. After all, When you make and
break molecular bonds, you’ll encounter real forces and real physics. The game is
suitable for students 12+ and up from the curriculum alignment point of view and
10+ based on game mechanics.
The game was used with six grade students in the following Finnish schools: Ulvilan
yhteiskoulu (Ulvila), Väinölän koulu (Pori), Tampereen Normaalikoulu (Tampere),
Lamminpään koulu (Tampere). The class was science and topics: atoms and
molecules. The implemented scenario was aligned with the Finnish National
curriculum: S5 – Substance characteristics and structure.
LESSON 1 - ATOMS
Theory
The atom is the basic building block for all matter in the universe.
Atoms are extremely small. Even a single human being has trillions upon trillions of
atoms.
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Atoms are made up of three kinds of particles: protons (+ positive charge), electrons
(- negative charge) and neutrons (no charge).
The core of an atom is made up of neutrons and protons, while electrons circle
around the core. If an atom has more or less electrons than protons, it is called an
ion and has a negative or positive charge (respectively).
The number of protons an atom has determines which element it is (for example,
gold, lead, iron)

In Niels Bohr's atomic model, an atom can have a single or multiple shells. These
shells are the orbits for the electrons of the atom.
The next shell cannot have any electrons until a shell is full.
The electrons on the outermost shell are known as valence electrons. They can
participate in the formation of molecules (combinations of two or more atoms) by
combining the shells of two or more separate atoms.
An atom attempts to fill up its outermost shell (known as the valence shell) and can
form bonds with other atoms to accomplish this.
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PLAY
Try to complete levels 1-12. If you finish all of them, play the related challenge levels.
While you are playing, consider the following:
❖
❖
❖
❖

When you approach the +-sign balls, they move away. Why? What are they?
How are neutrons represented in-game?
What are the small balls you can collect to orbit your character?
What happens to a molecule if it receives too many electrons?

Remember to take into account everything in the level. Every object is crucial!
Many levels can become impossible to complete under certain conditions. Just click
the restart level button in the top right corner to try again.
Bonding two atoms together (by having at least one electron) is needed to solve
some of the levels.
Having trouble with switches? You must activate them all at the same time to
activate them!
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DISCUSS
When you approach the +- sign balls, they move away. Why? What are they?
Visually, they are protons. Though not depicted, they must also include neutrons so
that the molecules in the game could be formed. Only a single stable isotope,
Protium (of Hydrogen) exists that has no neutrons.
How are neutrons represented in-game?
Trick question: they never appear in-game, probably because they would have no
gameplay effect as they hold no charge.
What are the small balls you can collect to orbit your character?
Electrons
What happens to a molecule if it receives too many electrons?
It becomes unstable and breaks off into individual atoms.
Atoms consist of three types of particles. What are they and what kind of charge do
they have?
❖ Protons (positive charge)
❖ Electrons (negative charge)
❖ Neutrons (no charge)
What is the purpose of an atom's shells? What do they contain?
The shells serve to contain the electrons of the atom. Each shell must be full before
the next one has any electrons.
What is the definition of an ion?
Any atom that has more or less electrons than protons is an ion. More: negatively
charged ion. Less: positively charged ion.
Valence electrons are electrons found on the outermost shells. Why are they
significant?
The number of valence electrons determines what kind of bonds the atom can make
with other atoms and molecules.
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LESSON 2 - MOLECULES
THEORY
Continue playing Bond Breaker and learn the concept of molecules!
Molecules are combinations of atoms that have formed bonds.
A molecule is a combination of any kind of atom, including even the same (for
example, Dihydrogen H2)
Compounds are molecules that have at least two different kinds of atoms. For
example, water (H2O, two Hydrogen atoms with a single Oxygen atom) is a
compound, whereas Dihydrogen is not.

Caffeine Molecule.
The primary types of bonds between atoms are the following:
❖ Ionic bonds: Oppositely charged ions form bonds due to attraction between
opposite charges (+/-). With ionic bonds, electrons travel from the negatively
charged ion to the positive ion, allowing both ions to gain a valence shell.
❖ Covalent bonds: Two atoms share pairs of atoms to achieve valence shells.
❖ Metallic bonds: The force that holds atoms together in a metallic substance.
These solids consist of closely packed atoms, where the electron shells of
separate atoms overlap. The valence electrons bounce around constantly,
wandering around freely, unlike with ionic and covalent bonds.
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Isotope means a different variant of an element. Different isotopes have a different
number of neutrons in the atom's core.
The number of electrons an atom has determines its charge. As electrons
themselves have a negative charge, an atom with more electrons than protons has a
negative charge.
The number of protons an atom has determines which element it is.
Both the number of protons and neutrons determine the mass of an atom.
The three isotopes of hydrogen:
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PLAY
Play Bond Breaker! Try to complete levels 29-37. If you finish all of them, play the
related challenge levels.
While you are playing, consider the following:
❖ What is the difference between atoms and molecules?
❖ What is the relationship between molecules and compounds?
❖ What kind of bonds are the bonds between atoms in-game?

Remember to always read the instructions. They often contain a hint on how a level
is solved. Instructions are either displayed as you begin a level or by moving over the
“?” symbols in a level.
Did you know that you can also control the game with the WASD keys (if you play on
a computer)? For some levels, this can be easier than using the mouse.
The more electrons a bond has, the harder it is to break.
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DISCUSS
What is the difference between atoms and molecules?
Molecules are combinations of at least 2 atoms, such as Hydrogen and Oxygen in
water (H2O). A molecule can consist of two similar atoms.
What is the relationship between molecules and compounds?
Every compound is a molecule. Compounds must consist of two different kinds of
atoms, but molecules also include combinations of the same atom (H2, for
instance).
What kind of bonds are the bonds between atoms in-game?
Ionic bonds
What is a molecule?
A combination of two or more atoms. There must be at least two different types of
atoms for a molecule to be a compound.
What are the three primary types of bonds?
Ionic (differences in charge attract)
Covalent (electron pairs shared between the two atoms)
Metallic (bond formed between metallic substances)
What determines the mass of an atom?
Its number of protons and neutrons.
How does the number of electrons affect an atom?
It primarily affects its charge, and through it, what kind of molecules it can form.

LESSON 3 – POLAR MOLECULES / water
Learn what polar molecules and Scanning Tunneling Microscopes are!
A polar molecule is a molecule where the distribution of electrons is not even.
The most important polar molecule in the world is water (H2O).
Polar molecules are caused by covalent bonds where the individual atoms of the
molecule have significant differences in electronegativity.
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Covalent H2O molecule:

The Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) works by scanning a very sharp metal
wire tip over a surface.
The tip is brought very close to the surface and an electrical voltage applied to the tip
allows imaging at a very small size, down to individual atoms.
The microscope is used to map out the surfaces of substances such as gold,
platinum, nickel and copper (source).

PLAY
Play Bond Breaker! Try to complete levels 38-46. If you finish all of them, play the
related challenge levels.
While you are playing, consider the following:
❖ Why does your proton cause the Scanning Tunnel Microscope to move?
❖ An STM can be used to check the purity of substances. True or false?
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The farther the valence shell (the outermost shell of an atom) is, the easier it is to
break a molecule apart. Speed and heat also help break molecules down.
Facing Tunneling Scanning Microscopes? You can make them move by placing
anything in their path. In some levels, this is crucial.

DISCUSS
Why does your proton cause the Scanning Tunnel Microscope to move?
The STM works on a microscopic level. Even a single atom is enough for it to register
changes on a surface!
An STM can be used to check the purity of substances. True or false?
To some degree, yes. Any impurities on the surface of any substance would be
revealed by an STM, but only on the surface.
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What causes polar molecules?
Polar molecules are caused by covalent bonds where the individual atoms of the
molecule have significant differences in electronegativity.
Feedback from the classroom
Learning is a complicated phenomenon with different factors, like the teacher, class
strength, equipment, material, time of day, motivation, and so on. It is hard to
pinpoint the impact of a game on the end results. However, it's clear that students
retain the information covered with games relatively well. Still, games do need active
facilitation, including debriefing, to really connect to the bigger learning goals of the
curriculum.
Often with games, you hear the students saying 'I didn't learn anything' and at the
same time, the student shows a high level of retention on an exam. The reason might
be that learning with a game is such a different experience that the students don't
realize its connections to the curricular goals. This really is an important reason to
'bridge' what's covered in a game to other materials and topics discussed in class.
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4. Stranded

Stranded is an adventure browser game where you work together to build an island
community while you wait for rescue! The game is dedicated to students aged
between 6 and 13. It teaches cooperation, using communication as the key to
survival, discussion, influence to others opinions and compromise to survive. What is
more, students have to make decisions and vote on how to use the resources they
have collected to succeed.
Decision-making takes place at the end of every turn. Students vote how to best use
the resources they have collected. Stranded can be used to introduce different
decision-making processes. It’s also a cooperation game that makes students work
together. Alone, students do not have the time to forage for food, build shelter and
explore. Playing together – they achieve more, they must spend their time and energy
wisely and make joint decisions about their precious resources.
The following scenario has been successfully tested with 7th grade students at
Primary School Nr 5 in Wadowice, Poland.
GOAL OF THE GAME
The goal of the game is to have as much happiness at the end of the game as
possible. Happiness is determined by whether or not shelter is available for
everyone, whether there is enough food and the use of happiness-boosting buildings
(such as theaters and natural fountains).
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HOW TO PLAY
1. First, everyone needs to launch the game in the browser.
2. The teacher divides class into groups. Each group has their own separate
game.
3. The teacher nominates a host for each group. This host creates a game,
receiving a game code.
4. Each student joins their own host with the host’s game code.
5. Once all group members are in the game, the host can press the start game
button.
When starting the game, you need to select your language. Click on the flag of your
choice.

After the game's opening cinematic, you get to the main menu. Depending on
whether or not you are a host, you will either select Create game (for hosts) or Join
game (for players).
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This is the screen you will see if you start hosting the game. Tell other students in
your group what the number of your game is so they can join. Once everyone has
joined the game, click on start.

If you are a player, you must enter the number of the game you want to join. This
number is provided by the host of your group.
The gameplay consists of two phases: actions and voting.
In the actions phase, you gather
resources and explore uncharted
territory. You have three actions each
round but can increase this number
with the school building (pictured).
This is an example of an advanced
game in progress. The players have
built two shelters, a theater, a
workshop, a school, explored most of
the island and discovered the fountain.
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In the voting phase, you choose together what you will build
next. Each player has a single vote and the choice with the
most votes wins.

❖ In the left bottom corner of the screen, you can
see how much energy you have remaining for
this round.
❖ Every action you undertake in the actions
phase uses one unit of energy. Remember to
use all of your energy each turn!
❖ You can increase the amount of energy you
have available each turn by using the school
building. It’s not enough to just build the
school, use it.
❖ In the action phase, you select a square and
confirm your selection to commit to an action
(pictured). Each action grants access to
resources, except exploration, which simply
reveals more tiles on the island.
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❖ Remember that you can also use some
buildings!
❖ Resources gathered in this phase are shared in
the voting phase. You can’t have your own
stockpile!
❖ The resources you can gather are food, wood,
stone and happiness.

Below we present an outline learning scenario based on the game.
SCENARIO - COMMUNICATION & COOPERATION
Referring to the curriculum, this game can be used during one of the first lessons
concerning civic education: social aspects of our lives and group functioning. The
students must work together and cooperate to have as much happiness at the end of
the game as possible. This lesson fosters class spirit and teaches your students to
work together! It also focuses on argumentation and debates.
❖ Theory: This lesson takes a closer look at the art of argumentation and
debate.
❖ Play: Students play Stranded and focus on working together in a respectful
manner to achieve the main goal - happiness.
❖ Share & Discuss: These topics and tasks focus on co-operation in different
situations.
Theory
Active Listening
❖ Active listening is a communication technique used that requires the listener
fully concentrates, understands, responds and then remembers what is being
said.
❖ In Stranded, this means you must listen and understand why others are voting
for the buildings they are voting and working for, and be prepared to respond
and explain your own action and voting choices.
A core part of working together and succeeding in life and business is the ability to
listen and respond in a polite and efficient manner. The following resources focus on
active listening and another core skill: argumentation.
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Remember: Reserve 30 minutes for playing and 5 minutes for the Share & Discuss
session.
Use your own sources and the ones below to teach your students about active
listening:
READ
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

MindTools: Active Listening
SkillsYouNeed: Active Listening
University of Colorado Boulder: Active Listening
Forbes: 10 Steps to Effective Listening
PsychCentral: Become a Better Listener: Active Listening
The Balance: Job Searching: Active Listening Definition, Skills, and Examples

Argumentation & Debates
❖ Argumentation is the act or process of forming reasons and of drawing
conclusions and applying them to a case in discussion.
❖ A debate is a contention by words or arguments. It can also be moderated,
particularly in official settings.
❖ Whenever you disagree with others while voting in Stranded, you can try to
argue your point.
READ
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Psychology Today: The Proper Way to Argue
Time.com: How to Win Every Argument
Simon Fraser University: How to Debate
British Council: How to Become Good at Debating
Jon Bruschke: The Debate Bible

Cooperation in Stranded
Some additional thoughts:
❖ Suggest to the students what they
need and what can be the most
important to survive.
❖ It’s a good idea to choose a leader of
the group and to check after the
game how it works. Does it help
students to cooperate or not? Why or
in which situation can it be useless?
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Play
❖ Play a game of Stranded! The teacher divides class into groups. Go for the
highest score possible - do this by actively listening to your group and arguing
for the best course of action!
❖ Have as much happiness at the end of the game as possible.
❖ You will play as a group, your goal is to gain happiness which means that you
reached a satisfactory level of cooperation.
Dividing into groups: To foster a little competitive spirit and to make communication
in groups easier, divide the students into small groups (such as 4-5 people in each
group). These groups can be completely random or you can use this as an
opportunity to group students who would not normally interact that much together,
however you wish. You just need to make sure that the members of each group sit
next to one another and join the same game.
Share & Discuss
When students finish the game use some of the following questions to discuss and
share their opinions about the round and the game in general in reference to the goal
of the game.
❖ What was most fun about the game?
❖ Did you get to build all the buildings you wanted? What is your favorite
building?
❖ Did you disagree with a vote? Why? What would have you chosen instead?
❖ Was there something you didn’t understand in the game? What was it?
❖ Try playing Stranded alone for a few minutes. What is different? What is the
same? How are these differences the same in real life?
❖ Is it possible / easy to play this game alone?
❖ Did you prefer to play together or alone? Why?
❖ Can you think of any examples from (pop) culture that are about stranded
protagonists? One book is so famous its protagonist’s name is synonymous
with being stranded.
❖ What was your group’s high score?
❖ Who had the highest score? What kind of order did you build buildings in?
❖ Did you have any arguments you couldn’t resolve? What were they about?
❖ Did any member of the group have trouble cooperating? What kind of
problems did he or she have?
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These are discussion topics that get students to open up about their playing
experience. These questions also help you understand if some students are not
having fun or not understanding how the game works.
Tasks after Playing
❖ Think of the best order to build buildings in Stranded with your group. Argue
why your build order is the best one.
❖ Why is it important to listen actively? Think of the problems that occur if you
do not properly listen to another person and list them.
Feedback from the classroom
The best summary of Stranded is that the game teaches about communication,
working group spirit and cooperation. Students must respect one another and work
together to succeed. It is connected with a very important ability of working in a
group. Students learn how to build positive relations with other people – not only
professionally but also in their private life. They should be open-minded, keep their
heads and know how to make the right decisions – what is more under time
pressure! It surely teaches how to motivate and stimulate action, how to reorganise
work and not give up! Ludic element makes students feel safe and trustful which
facilitates their work with partners.
The teacher finds out very quickly which student is the boss in the class, who
dominates and who prefers to surrender. It shows students their way in the job
career but also how to use some methods of auto-presentation and create their own
images.
Students should listen, give advice, directions and hints, plan, negotiate and discuss.
Accepting critical opinions, learning how to defeat our own emotions and deal with
our weaknesses seems to be easy to realise – but students should be ready for it
and put it into practice. Every time students argue about domination in a group playing Stranded they will have a good example why it is worth cooperating.
Cooperation considers not only social sciences but also psychology, sociology and
management aspects. The level of students’ social competencies is the key factor to
their success in this game and perhaps in their future professional careers. The
game can also introduce subjects connected with functioning of the society, roles of
individuals in the society, conflicts that appear between its members. Stranded can
be an introduction to the group project in which the group has to divide and schedule
the work and define roles of its members. To sum up - Stranded is a perfect kind of
practice to improve communication and cooperation skills.
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5. Climate pursuit

Netherlands Institute of Ecology's Climate Pursuit is a tense strategy game that has
students face the harsh realities of a century of climate change, trying to ensure the
survival of an entire species. Life at the mercy of nature is hard, and they will have to
learn to adapt to the ever-changing conditions - or go extinct.
This scenario was implemented with 7th grade students at the Primary School No 5
in Wadowice in connection with the following areas of the curriculum:
❖ English (vocabulary, spelling, translation)
❖ Biology (nature laws, evolution, biodiversity, animals adaptation to the climate
change, migration),
❖ Geography (functioning of natural systems, definition of climate and factors
that decide of its change, human and nature interaction, pollution, dangers of
global warming, ecology, population and urbanisation, development versus
nature, deforestation, the use of natural resources, the loss of biodiversity,
imbalance in natural systems)
❖ Social studies (sensitize students about the environmental problems,
argumentation, discussion)
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Learning scenario: Species Distribution
This scenario is about climate change and how it affects animal populations.
Students explore the following questions:
❖ What effects does global warming have and how does it affect animals?
❖ How can species cope with the effects of climate change?
❖ Microevolution and responsivity help a species to adapt to a rapidly warming
environment, but is it enough?
The scenario covers the following interconnected parts: a theoretical overview of
species distribution, adaptation and climate change, playing the game in which
students attempt to save their species from climate change with dispersal and
evolution, and finally share & discuss the learning experience from the game.
Theory
The teacher introduces the key themes of evolution, climate change, adaptation and
species distribution through an overview of the following topics.
Evolution
❖ Evolution helps us to understand the history of life.
❖ The central idea of biological evolution is that all life on Earth shares a
common ancestor, just as you and your cousins share a common
grandmother.
❖ Evolution is a slow process, where through countless generations and
changing genes and combinations of them new and evolved species are born.
❖ A child genetically from the stone age would be able to grow up to be a
normal member of society if they grew up today.
❖ However, evolution is an ongoing process and within-species evolutionary
changes (microevolution) can be quite fast, with beneficial traits spreading to
the wider population.
Teacher Resources
❖ University of Berkeley: Welcome to Evolution 101!
❖ AXA Research Fund: Micro-evolutionary response to climate change in wild
populations
❖ Lumen Learning: Understanding Evolution
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Climate Change and Adaptation
❖ Climate change poses serious, wide-ranging risks to economies, societies and
ecosystems including damage to coastal infrastructure, shifting patterns of
infectious diseases and loss of food security.
❖ Action is required to sharply reduce greenhouse gas emissions (mitigation),
combined with measures to increase resilience to the impacts that occur
(adaptation).
❖ Climate change adaptation helps individuals, communities, organisations and
natural systems to deal with those consequences of climate change that
cannot be avoided.
Teacher Resources
❖ Adejuvon et al.: Climate Change and Adaptation
❖ OECD: Adaptation to climate change
❖ United States Environmental Protection Agency: Strategies for Climate
Change Adaptation
❖ NASA: Responding to Climate Change
❖ The Australian Government: Adapting to climate change
❖ The Guardian: What is climate change adaptation?
❖ European Commission: Adaptation to climate change
Climate Change and Species Distribution
❖ Where plants and animals live depends on climate, other organisms,
disturbance, topography, and time.
❖ Some species' ranges have shifted in recent decades in response to climate
changes. "For example, a meta-analysis of 764 species (mostly arthropods)
found an average rate of poleward migration of 16.9 km/decade."
Teacher Resources
❖ U.S. Forest Service: Climate Change and Species Distribution
❖ Union of Concerned Scientists: Early Warning Signs of Global Warming: Plant
and Animal Range Shifts
❖ Phys.org: Marine species distribution shifts will continue under ocean
warming
❖ Ecology and Society: How Useful Are Species Distribution Models for
Managing Biodiversity under Future Climates?
❖ C2E5 Center for Climate and Energy Solutions: Ecosystems and Global
Climate Change
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❖ The University of Texas at Austin, Matthew Peter Moskwik: Past and projected
future changes in species distributions as a consequence of climate change
Play
The goal of the game is to propagate your species and move northward to escape
global warming. The game has an automatic tutorial that teaches you how its
mechanics work. Complete the game by playing as the rodent species. You might
lose. If it happens, just try again. If you win as the rodent and there is still time, you
can start another game playing as the bird.
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How to Play
Click on Play! to start the game.

Select your desired species by clicking on them to begin.

Gameplay Tips
❖ Try to only work on a single subspecies at a time. The game highlights your
most advanced subspecies with a star.
❖ Some of your subspecies are going to die from climate change and it cannot
be stopped. Just try to let the species survive by proliferating your star
subspecies and spread it as far away as possible!
❖ All of the upgrades are good (though some are better than others) and
selecting the right one is usually a matter of preference and the situation.
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Tasks after Playing
❖ What is the central idea of evolution? (That all life on Earth shares a common
ancestor, just as you and your cousins share a common grandmother)
❖ What two kinds of distinct measures are necessary to deal with global
warming? (Mitigation: reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Adaptation:
Measures to increase resilience to the impacts that occur)
❖ If a species is unable to adapt to a rapidly changing climate, what must they
do to survive? (They are forced to move. If they cannot adapt, they will have to
move to survive, because wildlife cannot influence emissions made by
humans or those that occur naturally)
Share & Discuss
❖
❖
❖
❖

Did you win the game as the rodent?
Did you have a specific strategy for your playing?
Which traits did you evolve first?
Did you need to roll back to an earlier species? Or did you manage to have the
newest strain at all times?
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Feedback from the classroom
Climate Pursuit is an ideal example to show students how climate change influences
animals. Students can see on the example of a few species used in the game that
there is no uninterrupted by people activity area. They can realise that we strongly
influence the functioning of the world.
It is a great method to raise students’ awareness of the environmental problems
and to show them that everyone is responsible for the Earth. It helps them to
understand human and physical processes interaction that influences and changes
our environment and the climate. Students learn how to analyse and draw
conclusions not only from geographical data but also by observing their animals in
the game. Students can understand how industry and pollution energy use and have
influence on the climate and functioning of natural systems. The game gives them
opportunity to build their knowledge about the climate change directly through
playing and observing what happens rather than receiving fully formed information
from the book or teacher lecture. Students talk and discuss the consequences of
pollution for the animals, they identify links between human activity and changes
that affect animals.
Students can be engaged into discussion about people, society, environment
and the planet, they can analyse what they have observed. Using information
technology they can more easily imagine environmental changes and learn how to
respect the environment. Environmental education should be focused on the
consciousness that what we do today impacts tomorrow. The practical development
of students’ abilities goes through direct experience in Climate Pursuit. It’s a kind of
experiments: “What will happen if …?” particular attention must be given to
observation and reflection interpretation to develop their sense of respect for the
natural world.
The most important students’ learning outcomes are associated with students'
awareness of how to use resources available in an equitable manner. Learning must
be accompanied by an understanding of the importance of making positive
modifications to the environment, improving deteriorated landscapes and proposing
responsible utilization of resources. The students should acquire an understanding
of sustainable development in a way which is appropriate both for people and for the
nature.
Climate Pursuit gives opportunity to introduce, work out, analyse and discuss
with students and in conclusion to achieve positive outcomes related to topics listed
above.
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6. Slice fractions

UluLab's award-winning puzzle game Slice Fractions turns math into an adventure!
Slicing their way through ice and lava, students solve increasingly difficult math
problems, presented in ways that make them forget they're learning about fractions.
Help the mammoth reach their family by solving all the puzzles.
This learning scenario was implemented with 6th grade students at the Primary
School No 5 in Wadowice in connection with the following areas of the curriculum:
❖ Mathematics (fractions, solving problems, logic, arithmetic)
❖ English (vocabulary and spelling)
The total number of students participating in the classes: 18
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1. Split groups: learn how to split groups into equal shares
2. Slice shapes: understand how to slice one whole into equal shares

1. Shape a comparison: understand that shapes can be compared to a
common whole
2. Symbolic numerator: understand that a numerator counts as equal parts
3. Fractions reading: understand how to read fractions
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1. Denominator: understand how to use the denominator
2. Numerator: understand how to use the numerator
3. Pie charts: understand how to use pie charts to represent fraction values

1. Size comparison: learn that one fraction is X times bigger that another one
2. Equivalent fractions: understand equivalent fractions
3. Advanced equivalent fractions: understand how to use equivalent
fractions
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1. Fractions ordering: compare fractions successfully
2. Question marks: solve fraction values based on the information at hand
3. Subtraction: understand how to subtract a fraction from 1.

1. Addition blocks: understand how to add addition block fractions to ice
block fractions
2. Basic addition: understand how to add fractions with like denominators
3. Advanced addition: understand how to divide two denominators to add to
another
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This scenario covers the knowledge connected with Pie Charts & Fractions. It is
divided into the theoretical part, the process of playing and the discussion.
THEORY
This lesson reviews reading fractions and understanding pie charts.
Pie Charts
❖ In pie charts the part with color represents the numerator.
❖ The entirety of the pie (red + white) is the whole.
❖ You need to figure out the denominator (in this pie chart the denominator is 4,
because the numerator is 3).

Tell the students in your own words:
❖ When fractions are depicted with pie charts, the part with color represents the
numerator.
❖ The image is three quarters. The easiest way to determine it is perhaps
thinking about the missing piece: if a quarter is missing, the area with color
must be three quarters!
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Reading fractions

This slide is an exercise. The students need to connect the right fraction to the right
pie chart!
Note: The 6/6 is a trick question. It’s not a fraction at all, it’s a simply a whole.
Teacher Resources
Use a mix of your own sources, the above slides and the sources below to teach your
students the basics of fractions:
WATCH:
❖ YouTube: Let's Learn Fractions - Understanding Math for Kids
READ:
❖ CoolMath4Kids: Fractions
❖ Ducksters: Introduction to Fractions
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PLAY
Play the game until you get to the caves (Fraction Parts levels complete).

You can have students play the game until about 5-10 minutes of lesson time
remains. Then move to the next slide, or after all students are done with the “Fraction
Parts” levels (they are done when they reach the caves).
Students may have difficulty finishing every puzzle in this lesson. You can let them
continue where they left off on the next lesson: it is not a problem if they do not
manage to finish all levels in the Fraction Parts group.
It can be a good idea to provide advanced students with additional exercises if they
finish early. It’s a better alternative than letting them continue playing after the
Fraction Parts levels, because then they will be starting from a different point in the
next lesson.
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How to Play
Select the island in the center.

Then, select the level you want to play to begin.

SHARE AND DISCUSS
❖ Did you have a favorite puzzle?
❖ Was any of the puzzles hard?
❖ What do you think of pie charts? Are they easy to read?
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Tasks after Playing
How do you know how many parts to divide the pie into?
Rule when drawing pie chart fractions:
1. Draw a circle
2. Divide the circle into equal pieces, the number of pieces is the same as
the denominator.
3. Color as many pieces as the numerator is.
Draw the following fractions as pie charts:

You can give the students time to consider these questions. They can answer them
as pairs, as small groups, or individually, whichever way you prefer. These tasks
function as control questions and help students demonstrate their learning which
will help your assessment.
Printable template for drawing pie charts and box fractions (useful for practice!)
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Feedback from the classroom
The game is for individual players but students willingly cooperated. Although, they
played separately, they compared their progress, gave some advice and supported
other players. The participants easily understood the rules of the game. Moreover,
the visual effects of the game were very attractive for children.
Some of the levels of the game were easy and students accomplished them without
any problems. Nevertheless, levels concerned with a common denominator were
more demanding but still very interesting for players.
The game teaches and explains a lot of topics from the curriculum which are
associated with fractions. After the game, children claimed that fractions became
easier for them. It helps not only the students but also the teachers who look for
interesting ideas for the lessons.
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7. Democracy

Democracy 3 is a strategy game by Positich that simulates the governing process of
democratic nations. The nations included in the base game are the US, France,
Germany, Canada, the UK, and Australia. As a teaching tool, Democracy 3 is an
excellent way to visualize complex and quintessential political and societal
concepts.
Politics is hard to grasp on an abstract level, but Democracy lets players experience
the thrill of the game themselves. Each decision students make will have
repercussions and draw attention from the various groups vying for power.
Economics is what keeps the world turning, and most political decisions have to do
with finances. The game shows students where all of that money comes from, and
where it can potentially disappear in the blink of an eye.
Strategic thinking is the key to getting re-elected: attempting to please everyone will
not work, but not pleasing anyone is not an option. Students will master cause and
effect as they assume control of their chosen country.
This game is meant for students aged between 15 and 18. It promotes, among other
skills, civic awareness, pair/teamwork, the debate of ideas, intertextuality and class
interaction. Students acquire a whole range of vocabulary related to their knowledge
area and they develop their English speaking skills as the whole game is played in
English. Furthermore, the game is used as a starting point to further debate and
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practice on current themes such as democratic systems, so through it students fight
social stigma and promote the discussion and reflection upon mainstream behaviour
and individual identity and beliefs.
The following scenario has been successfully tested with 10th, 11th grade students,
adults and Professional Courses at Secondary school Escola Secundária de Camões,
Portugal. Around 100 students were tested, and the area of the curriculum involved
was English, History, Economics, Citizenship and IT.

Goal of the Game

The goal of the game is to run a political party over a mandate seeking for
reelection. The popularity of the government depends on the decisions it takes on
fields as varied as social welfare, health, education, transport, environment,
productivity, finance, and so on. The more the government decisions please all
social groups, the better prospects it has to be reelected. So, the democratic
emphasis lies on the ability to balance realism and hardship, poverty and wealth,
happiness and deception.
To sum up, students have the hard task to build a democratic system by making
the right choices, at least those that will please most of the electorate. Only by
doing so will they understand the real concept of Democracy.
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Learning scenario: The Basics of Democracy
Democracy 3 provides an excellent overview of the governing process. Every
decision has consequences typically both subtle and overt. It isn’t possible to
make everyone happy and budgeting is both rooted in realism and hardship.
Playing the scenario Democracy will help build a democratic system and
understand the real concept of Democracy.
This scenario includes three interconnected parts:
❖ Theory: for the introduction of the key concepts, the teacher introduces a
few questions for class discussion. Then, students go through several
teacher resources.
❖ Play: Students play Democracy 3 and try to be reelected.
❖ Share & discuss: after playing the game, students are asked to speak about
their game learning experience with a focus on the consequences of their
political choices and the comparison between their game experience and
real life politics nowadays.
Theory
The teacher introduces the key theme of Democracy through an overview of the topic
by brainstorming answers to the following questions:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

What countries would you name with democratic regimes (name 2)?
What countries would you name without democratic regimes (name 2)?
What is a democracy?
Where/when was the idea created?
What aspects do you think are crucial in a democratic system?

Then a basic breakdown of the key concept Democracy and related topics is given:
“Compared to dictatorships, oligarchies, monarchies and aristocracies, in which
the people have little or no say in who is elected and how the government is run, a
democracy is often said to be the most challenging form of government, as input
from those representing citizens determines the direction of the country. The
basic definition of democracy in its purest form comes from the Greek language:
The term means “rule by the people.” But democracy is defined in many ways — a
fact that has caused much disagreement among those leading various
democracies as to how best to run one. The Greeks and Romans established the
precursors to today’s modern democracy. The three main branches of Athenian
democracy were the Assembly of the Demos, the Council of 500 and the People’s
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Court. The Assembly and the Council were responsible for legislation, along with
ad hoc boards of “lawmakers.”[...] Democracy as we know it today was not truly
defined until the Age of Enlightenment in the 17th and 18th centuries, during
which time the U.S. Declaration of Independence was penned, followed by the U.S.
Constitution (which borrowed heavily from the Magna Carta). The term evolved to
mean a government structured with a separation of powers, providing basic civil
rights, religious freedom and separation of church and state[...]”.
http://www.livescience.com/20919-democracy.html
Teacher Resources
http://www.livescience.com/20919-democracy.html
http://www.democracy-building.info/definition-democracy.html
http://harvardmagazine.com/2006/09/history-and-democracy.html
http://www.history.com/topics/ancient-history/ancient-greece-democracy
http://www.ushistory.org/gov/1c.asp
http://www.historyworld.net/wrldhis/PlainTextHistories.asp?P
aragraphID=mzs
http://www.flowofhistory.org/themes/american_republic/overv
iew.php
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JgBBfM8SYPA
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Play
How to access the game:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to http://www.positech.co.uk/democracy3/
Download the app “windows app”, not the full package
Open the icon on your desktop
Fill in Class ID (needs pre-registration)
Fill in Student ID: (needs pre-registration)
Choose “lesson in progress, Democracy 3, Install, Launch”

By default, your first game will have the tutorial enabled. Play one game with this
tutorial, and you will learn how the user interface of the game works.
If you accidentally click “quit tutorial” or the tutorial does not start when you begin a
new game, you need to reset it. Simply select “options” on the main screen and click
“reset tutorial”. After you’ve done this, a new game will have the tutorial enabled
again.
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To begin, click the New Game button.

Select your desired country at the bottom, then click on Play.
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To begin, click Play again. Before starting, you can also modify some of the game
settings, such as the number of terms you can have.

Hints to play the game
There are several items whose key terms should be understood before playing the
game:
Quarterly report: ministries and departments. GDP (Gross Domestic Products),
Health, Education, Unemployment, Crime, Poverty;
Political capital: income, expenditure, surplus, debt;
Popularity of electorate: commuters, middle income, employer/employee, retired,
trade unionists, wealthy;
Colours in circles:
a. Blue: indicator of the overall situation of a sector within the several ministries
or departments;
b. White: you can control the intensity of the policy by decreasing or increasing
it, influencing the impact of the measure on its popularity among voters. You
have to spend political capital to change the policy, hence limiting your choice
towards other policies;
c. Red: problems that cause discontent among the electorate, and which you
need to solve.
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Share & discuss
When students finish the game, use some of the following questions to discuss and
share their opinions about their game play experience and how it helped them
improve their skills and knowledge area:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Which new words did you learn?
Which knowledge area do the words refer to?
What would you need to learn to improve your game performance?
What was most fun about the game?
Would it have been easier to play alone or did playing in pairs/groups make it
easier?
Can you name a few of your most successful measures?
Can you name a few of your least popular measures?
What is a Democratic system for you?
As a ruler, what would your top priorities be?
Do you think all politicians should play this game? Why/Why not?

Tasks after Playing
After playing the game, students are asked to perform various tasks, either in
class or within a Project Work format, depending on the curriculum of the school
subject involved (Portuguese, Foreign Languages, History, Philosophy,
Mathematics, Economics, Information Technology (IT), Arts…).
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❖ Acrostic: students write an Acrostic using the main key words in the game,
as well as their conceptual field (Portuguese, Foreign Languages, History,
Economics and Philosophy);
❖ Glossary: students are asked to prepare a online glossary on Democracy
(all subjects);
❖ Essay Writing: students write an essay to the school Newspaper on the
subject Democracy on the aftermath of presidential elections in Portugal
(24th january 2021);
❖ Kahoot: students prepare a quiz on the general topic Democracy by using a
Kahoot application, and then they submit it to the class (all subjects);
❖ Chamber of Wonder: students find images of artifacts depicting
Democracy and build a chamber of wonder (Arts);
❖ Survey&Results: using Google software Forms and Excel, students prepare
surveys to apply to the school community to measure people’s opinion on
given aspects of the subject Democracy; the results are presented by
means of graphics and become the focus of further analysis (IT,
Mathematics & Economics);
❖ Debate platform: students build an online platform that allows them to
measure debates: the average time each participant speaks and the voting
amounts; this platform aims at being tested on future debates in class (IT &
Mathematics).
Feedback from the classroom
On the whole, the opinion about the experience of playing this game in the classroom
was fairly positive. While the students were asked to state their points of view
through a quiz (around 100), the teachers gathered to discuss the outcomes of the
experiment. We now list some of their opinions:
❖ Democracy 3 developed the ability to understand the complexity of any
government;
❖ Democracy 3 helped understand the value of managing democratic systems;
❖ Students from Professional Courses, who have a more practical, less
theoretical learning methodology, volunteered to help other students from
regular courses install the games and explain how to play. This clearly shows
how games promote teamwork, self-esteem and the development of other
social skills;
❖ Democracy 3 has a lot of potential, it develops political consciousness and it
should be tested, even introduced, in the national secondary level curricula;
❖ All teachers involved in the GBL project unanimously confirmed that
Democracy 3 is the ideal game for our age group students and the school
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profile: a multicultural community respecting social backgrounds, political
beliefs and personal consciousness. It is a game well suited for many
subjects, from History to Philosophy, Economics, English and Citizenship.
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8. Algo Bot

Algo Bot is a puzzle game that takes place deep inside Europa, a pan-galactic
colonisation ship, where a recycling mission goes horribly wrong. Players must use
their algorithm special skills to command Algo Bot, a service droid, and help PAL, a
cantankerous line manager, to contain the crisis.
This game is meant for students aged between 13 and 16. Among other skills, it
promotes pair/teamwork, class interaction, problem solving, pattern recognition,
optimization and creativity. Students acquire a whole range of vocabulary related to
their knowledge area and they develop their teamwork skills as the whole game is
played in pairs or groups and negotiation is fundamental to reach the best solutions.
Furthermore, the game can be used as a starting point to further knowledge on
robotics and the awareness of how important robotics are in our global world today.
It is also a fundamental tool for more practical teaching, for instance in
Mathematics, Geometry, or any Engineering-related subject.
The following scenario has been successfully tested with 10th grade students,
adults and Professional Courses at Secondary school Escola Secundária de Camões,
Portugal. Around 50 students were tested, and the areas of the curriculum involved
were from IT and Maths.
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Goal of the Game

The goal of the game is to make students develop programming abilities. They have
to program the main character, Algo Bot, a space robot, so that it moves from one
room to the other in the spaceship, carrying with him a smaller robot. In each room,
Algo Bot has a limited number of actions he can perform, so the player is forced to
optimize the solutions using functions, logic and reasoning. Besides, Algo Bot is
impelled to perform certain tasks, without which he won't be able to skip to another
room. The player has to choose the actions and put them in the correct sequence so
that the robot will exit a given room.
This scenario includes three interconnected parts:
❖ Theory: for the introduction of the key concepts, the teacher introduces a few
questions for class discussion. Then, students go through several teacher
resources. The key terms required are: algorithm, pattern, sequence,
decomposition, symbols and representations, logical reasoning, abstraction,
problem solving, evaluating solutions, optimization, computational thinking,
math, computer science.
❖ Play: Students play Algo Bot and try to reach the highest level.
❖ Share & discuss: after playing the game, students are asked to speak about
their game learning experience with a focus on the programming concepts
and how their programming choices helped solve problems. They have to
transfer all the knowledge acquired in the game to real programming
situations.
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Theory
The teacher introduces the key theme “algorithm” through an overview of the topic by
brainstorming answers to the following questions:
❖ What is an algorithm?
❖ Does it take a computer to create an algorithm?
❖ What are the algorithms we use in our everyday lives?
Students read the definition of algorithm and state theirs comments: “A list of rules
to follow in order to solve a problem. Algorithms need to have their steps in the right
order. Think about an algorithm for getting dressed in the morning. What if you put
on your coat before your jumper? Your jumper would be on top of your coat and that
would be silly! When you write an algorithm the order of the instructions is very
important."
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3tbwmn/articles/z3whpv4

Teacher Resources
❖ https://ocw.mit.edu/courses/electrical-engineering-and-computer-science/6-0
06-introduction-to-algorithms-fall-2011/
❖ https://www.khanacademy.org/computing/computer-science/algorithms/intr
o-to-algorithms/v/what-are-algorithms
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3JIZ40yuZL0
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Play
How to access the game:
1. Go to https://store.steampowered.com/app/286300/Algo_Bot/
2. Download the app “windows app”, not the full package
3. Open the icon on your desktop
4. Fill in Class ID (needs pre-registration)
5. Fill in Student ID: (needs pre-registration)
6. Choose “lesson in progress, Algo Bot, Install, Launch”
Hints to play the game
To find a solution to each problem, it is necessary to perform several procedures:
❖ Analysis and understanding of symbols and representations
❖ Pattern recognition
❖ Logical data organization
❖ Decomposition and optimization of steps and resources
❖ Automation of solutions through algorithmic thinking
Share & discuss
When students finish the game, use some of the following questions to discuss and
share their opinions about their game play experience and how it helped them
improve their skills and knowledge area:
❖ What would you need to learn to improve your game performance?
❖ What was most fun about the game?
❖ Would it have been easier to play alone or did playing in pairs/groups make it
easier?
❖ What is an algorithm for you?
❖ What did you use functions for?
❖ Can you describe the algorithm you used in the game?
Tasks after Playing
After playing the game, students are asked to perform various tasks, either in
class or within a Project Work format:
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Creating new routes: students create a road map using paper for the colleagues to
solve and find the optimal solution.

Programming a physical robot to follow the routes suggested in 1.

Feedback from the classroom
At the end of the lesson, 22 students answered the evaluation quiz, thus providing
teachers with feedback on their experiences with the game. The quiz covered a wide
range of topics to find out what students think about teamwork and collaboration,
knowledge acquired, problem-solving skills, and more. Below is a summary of the
results.
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❖ In what area have you increased your knowledge? The largest group of
respondents indicated variables and algorithms, as well as knowledge of
instructions and programming vocabulary.
❖ What skills did you improve during the game? The largest group of
respondents indicated the ability to solve problems and think critically.
❖ Did you like this game? Classify your experience (scale 1-5). The average
rating is quite high (over 4).
❖ What aspects of the game would you like to improve? The students noted the
following aspects worth improving: graphics, the scope of interaction between
players, more fun in the game, adjusting the level to the age, deeper treatment
of the programming issue.
❖ Is playing games useful in the learning process? Most of the students agreed
on the importance of games in learning, pointing to such benefits as
improving vocabulary and communication, 'sharpening' the mind, increasing
concentration, autonomous thinking, and reasoning ('brain skills' as described
by several students).
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9. Epistory

Epistory is an adventure game where students can work alone or in pairs to find their
way through a series of obstacles by typing words. Every time they encounter an
obstacle, they have to type a series of words, either short or multisyllabic, and by
scoring they manage to open a further path to their journey. As the game gets more
difficult, they come across several monsters that are supposed to kill them unless
they type all the words popping up on the screen in the fastest mood possible. If they
succeed, they meet the next level.
This game is meant for students aged between 13 and 16. It develops the ability of
spelling, reading instructions and understanding narratives. It also enhances
cooperation and pair work: while the students play in pairs they need to set up a
team strategy that produces fast response if they want to survive.
The following scenario has been successfully tested with 10th grade students at
Secondary school Escola Secundária de Camões, Portugal. Four classes of 25
students each were tested, and the area of the curriculum involved was English.
Goal of the Game
The goal of the game is to reach
the end by exploring the several
areas in the map and adding new
areas all the way through.
Students have to solve riddles and
puzzles of increasing difficulty, to
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which typing is required. The more into the game you are, the faster you should
type, which is made easier if students recognize the spelling of words.
There is a narrator telling her story, and the players steadily get to know it by
following the narrator's instructions.
The character of the game is a girl riding a fox, and her movements are controlled
by the keyboard.

Learning scenarios: Vocabulary, Spelling, Pronunciation and Phonetics
Epistory provides an excellent practice for developing English vocabulary,
grammar and speaking skills related to spelling, pronunciation and phonetics.
These contents can be developed in any English class within the curriculum of
secondary level to improve students' ability to communicate and reflect upon the
functioning of the English language. It is also a great opportunity for students to
learn new vocabulary and to be able to read and follow instructions in English.
In order to foster students' apprehension of the curriculum contents, lessons
could be strategically divided in:
❖ Theory: for the introduction of some key words, such as spelling,
consonant, vowel, typing, phonetic, vocabulary, one lesson will be required.
Students take a closer look at all aspects of spelling and pronunciation, by
means of several teacher resources.
❖ Play: Students play Epistory and try to reach the end of the story. They have
to focus on typing faster and overcoming all obstacles on the way.
❖ Share & discuss: after playing the game, students are asked to speak about
their game learning experience with a focus on the difficulty of word
spelling and typing, the word classes they encountered and their strategies
to overcome difficult situations.
Theory
The teacher introduces the key themes of Vocabulary, Spelling, Pronunciation
and Phonetics through an overview of the sites listed in the teacher
resources:
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Teacher Resources
❖ https://www.spellingcity.com/spelling-games-vocabulary-games.html?listId=5
0519555
❖ https://scrabble.hasbro.com/en-us
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pn-JzcWMgSQ
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HNDCihroDf8
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7BuSCppFAE
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tw25CM1MXlU
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyea8Ph9BOM
❖ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qPTL5x0QW-Y
How to Play the Game
First, students access the game by following the steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Go to http://epistorygame.com
Download the app “windows app”, not the full package
Open the icon on your desktop
Fill in Class ID (needs pre-registration)
Fill in Student ID: (needs pre-registration)
Choose “lesson in progress, Epistory, Install, Launch”

The teacher divides the class in pairs. Each pair will choose who uses the keyboard
for typing and who spells the words out loud. These roles must be reversed in each
level.
Students start exploring the map and try to find their path by undergoing new areas.
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Each time the players encounter a monster, they will have to kill it by writing the
words above the creatures as fast as possible. As the game progresses, the number
of words increases, as well as the complexity of such words but the time to write
them down is increasingly shorter.

As soon as the players overcome some challenges, they unlock powers such as fire,
wind, electricity, ice, which will allow them to go further on the game.
Hints to play the game
❖ You can change the recommended keys in your keyboard to new ones, if you
wish.
❖ To help you with faster typing, you can connect two keyboards to the same
computer or you can play in pairs, having one of the gamers typing and the
other reading the words out loud.
❖ When you press “tab”, you can see the map of the world, which is useful to
explore your path.
❖ The narrator will give you helpful tips of where to go and what to do.
❖ When you come across a monster, you will only be able to kill it by typing the
words popping up on your screen as fast as possible.
Share & discuss
When students finish the game, use some of the following questions to discuss
and share their opinions about their game play experience and how it helped them
improve their use of English:
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❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Which new words did you learn?
Which knowledge area do the words refer to?
What would you further need to learn to improve your game performance?
What was most fun about the game?
Would it have been easier to play alone or did playing in pairs make it
easier?

Tasks after Playing
After playing the game, students are asked to perform various tasks, either in class
or within a Project Work format, to improve their skills in English:
Spelling Bee: students play the game spelling bee in class, with the words they learnt
in the game Epistory.
Words of Wonders: students install the game Words of Wonders in their mobiles and
play in class for 30 minutes.
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Worksheets: students are asked to answer a few questions on the subject through
some Worksheets.
Feedback from the classroom
After the end of the lessons, 29 students answered the evaluation quiz, thus
providing teachers with feedback on their experiences with the game. The quiz
covered a wide range of topics to find out what students think about teamwork and
collaboration, knowledge acquired, problem-solving skills, and more. Below is a
summary of the results.
❖ In what area have you increased your knowledge? The largest group of
respondents indicated vocabulary, spelling, and the ability to provide
directions and instructions.
❖ What skills did you improve during the game? The largest group of
respondents indicated teamwork, interaction and communication skills, as
well as digital competences.
❖ Did you like this game? Classify your experience (scale 1-5). The average
rating is quite high (over 4).
❖ What aspects of the game would you like to improve? The students noted the
following aspects that were worth improving: graphics, the range of
interaction between players and more fun in the game.
❖ Is playing games useful in the learning process? Most of the students agreed
on the importance of games in learning, pointing to such benefits as
improving speed typing skills, learning new vocabulary and practicing memory
in this particular case.
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Chapter Three: Resources and Tools for Game-based learning
In the process of designing and testing different GBL scenarios we have discovered
a number of valuable resources and tools which are worth presenting to other
teachers who may need concrete ideas on how to venture into the field of
educational games.
Accordingly, this closing chapter aims at facilitating implementation of the GBL
approach in the context of school education. It goes further beyond the above
selection of game-based learning scenarios to provide ideas where to find other
resources and tools for the classroom, both concrete games of educational value
and pedagogical guidelines on playful learning.

The MIT Scheller Teacher Education Program
The MIT Scheller Teacher Education Program and The Education Arcade focus on
creating playful, powerful learning experiences using the affordances of new
educational technologies. They leverage design-based research to study and develop
solutions to pervasive challenges in teaching and learning. Their platform is a great
site to start explorations of the playful side of the learning process through their
games, tools, and curricula.

The Playful Learning Center
The centre based in Helsinki is a leader in researching, communicating and
enhancing the benefits of playful learning in Finland and globally. It generates
research knowledge on play and learning, and offers a place to both learn through
creative play and to learn how to play in new and engaging ways.
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The Pedagogy of Play Project
A research collaboration between Project Zero and the LEGO Foundation, has been
working to redefine play and reimagine learning in schools, exploring three core
questions: What does it mean to have a pedagogy of play and why is it important?
What does playful learning look and feel like in classrooms and schools? How do
educators set up the conditions where playful learning thrives?

The Learning Games Network
By identifying and partnering with organizations that are working to create, research
and disseminate game-based learning tools, the Learning Games Network amplifies
the impact of these organizations and broadens access to high-quality educational
games for learners at every age.

International School of Billund (ISB)
By placing play at the heart of education, ISB stimulates every child’s natural desire
to learn. At ISB the teachers believe that by creating a culture of playful learning - by
consciously introducing elements of choice, wonder and delight into the classroom they are nurturing the qualities that will carry their students not only to their next
educational destination, but through life.
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ClassVR
A versatile platform using the power of Virtual and Augmented Reality for education
and training from the classroom to the boardroom. They’ve introduced a whole new
concept in educational technology: a ‘standalone’ Virtual Reality headset complete
with a unique student-friendly interface, gesture controls, embedded educational
resources and simple-to-use teacher controls. ClassVR claims to be a
groundbreaking new technology designed to help raise engagement and increase
knowledge retention for students of all ages.

MINECRAFT: EDUCATION EDITION
A game-based learning platform that promotes creativity, collaboration, and
problem-solving in an immersive digital environment. Educators in more than 115
countries are using Minecraft: Education Edition across the curriculum. Minecraft
offers free resources to help educators and families stay connected, navigate remote
education and engage in creative learning. Explore fun challenges, immersive worlds,
STEM lessons and more.
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Kahoot! EDU
Kahoot educational version for schools empowers teachers to create interactive
lessons, engage and motivate students in class and via distance learning as well as
saves their time with ready-to-use content.

3DBear
Combines immersive technologies and inspiring pedagogic content to offer remote
and in-class learning with Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality tools for all
ages.

Best educational online games
One of many available recommendation lists of online educational games for
elementary kids as well as middle and high school students. It covers a range of
topics on math, STEM, literacy, science, art, and more. Many companies selling these
games have started offering free access to premium content to help us get through
this time of school closures.
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Lure of the Labyrinth
This math game has middle school students finding lost pets by solving puzzles.
Teachers can take advantage of the professional development section of the website
to use the game in class. Students lured by the appeal of this game's visual
architecture might also be interested in online colleges for game design.
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